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Neuroimaging studies have identified two major large-scale brain
networks, the default mode network (DMN) and the dorsal attention
network (DAN), which are engaged for internally and externally
directed cognitive tasks respectively, and which show anticorrelated
activity during cognitively demanding tests and at rest. We identified
these brain networks using independent component analysis (ICA)
of functional magnetic resonance imaging data, and examined their
interactions during the free-recall task, a self-initiated memory
search task in which retrieval is performed in the absence of exter-
nal cues. Despite the internally directed nature of the task, the DAN
showed transient engagement in the seconds leading up to success-
ful retrieval. ICA revealed a fractionation of the DMN into 3 com-
ponents. A posteromedial network increased engagement during
memory search, while the two others showed suppressed activity
during memory search. Cooperative interactions between this poster-
omedial network, a right-lateralized frontoparietal control network,
and a medial prefrontal network were maintained during memory
search. The DAN demonstrated heterogeneous task-dependent
shifts in functional coupling with various subnetworks within the
DMN. This functional reorganization suggests a broader role of the
DAN in the absence of externally directed cognition, and highlights
the contribution of the posteromedial network to episodic retrieval.
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Introduction

In studies of the human memory system, when a specific exter-
nal cue successfully prompts memory retrieval, functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) techniques reliably ident-
ify a core network of brain regions spanning the hippocampal
formation (HF), posterior cingulate (PC) cortex, posterior par-
ietal cortex (PPC), and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC;
Shannon and Buckner 2004; Vincent et al. 2006; Spaniol et al.
2009). These regions belong to a brain network known as the
“default mode network” (DMN). They show spontaneous cor-
relation during resting states (Raichle et al. 2001), and exhibit
increased activity during self-referential tasks (Buckner and
Carroll 2007; Andrews-Hanna, Reidler, Sepulcre, et al. 2010;
Qin and Northoff 2011), suggesting that these regions play a
critical role in internally directed cognitive processes.

In contrast to the DMN, Corbetta and Shulman (2002) de-
scribed the “dorsal attention network” (DAN), which is impli-
cated in attentional orienting to external stimuli, and consists
of dorsal parietal cortex including the intraparietal sulcus, and
dorsal prefrontal cortex, including the putative frontal eye
fields. These 2 networks are consistently anticorrelated during
cognitive tasks requiring external attention (Fox et al. 2005). A
study by Sestieri et al. (2011) illustrates this anticorrelation
across tasks: While a perceptual search task engaged the DAN
and suppressed the DMN, an episodic retrieval task engaged

the DMN and suppressed the DAN. Guerin et al. (2012) expli-
citly varied the attentional and memorial difficulty of the test
stimuli in a recognition paradigm, showing that even within-
task, these networks exhibit competitive interactions, particu-
larly within lateral parietal cortex. These findings support a bi-
partite view of cortical organization, in which distinct
large-scale networks support internally and externally based
cognitive processes (Binder et al. 1999; Greicius et al. 2003;
Fox et al. 2005; Frank et al. 2005).

Recent human neuroimaging results challenge this bipartite
organizational scheme, suggesting that the exclusively com-
petitive nature of these networks is an artifact of the cognitive
tasks used to examine their dynamics. For example, when an
external cue is used to prompt recollection of source details of
a particular experience, the DAN and DMN show cooperative
interactions in the form of positive functional coupling
(Simons et al. 2007; Fornito et al. 2012). Spreng et al. (2010)
compared the dynamics of these networks during an autobio-
graphical planning task and a visuospatial planning task, and
found a functional reorganization between the two tasks. They
identified a frontoparietal control (FPC) network that coupled
with DMN when the task involved self-referential information,
and coupled with DAN when the task involved visual infor-
mation. While the autobiographical planning task of Spreng
et al. (2010) is both goal-driven and internally directed, it
yields subjective behavioral responses (regarding the fidelity
and quality of the generated plans), limiting one’s ability to
link the neural dynamics of the DAN and DMN to the behavior-
al dynamics of memory retrieval.

Free recall is an excellent paradigm for examining the nature
of DAN and DMN interactions during internally directed cogni-
tive processes. This task is goal-driven, internally directed, and
yields well-characterized behavioral responses regarding the
particular contents of remembered experience. Participants
study a series of items, and then are asked to vocally report
those items in any order, without the aid of an external cue. A
recent study by Shapira-Lichter et al. (2012) found a competitive
interaction between DAN and DMN brain regions during free
recall, supporting the bipartite view of cortical organization.
While DAN regions showed strong activity early in the free-recall
period which declined over the course of memory search, DMN
regions were deactivated early in the period, showing a gradual
recovery over the course of the search. Notably, Shapira-Lichter
et al. (2012) did not observe recruitment of the same FPC
network that coupled with the DMN in the autobiographical
planning task reported by Spreng et al. (2010), suggesting that
internally directed memory search may require a distinct
network organization from internally directed planning.

We used a combination of network-based (using indepen-
dent component analysis [ICA]) and region-based analysis to
examine the dynamics of these large-scale functional networks
as participants searched their memory during a free-recall
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task. We observed a functional reorganization of the DMN
during the recall period itself, with increased functional coup-
ling between a posteromedial network, a right-lateralized FPC
network, and a medial prefrontal network demonstrating
spatial correspondence with the DMN. Our results suggest that
memory retrieval in free recall involves increased coupling of
attentional and memorial networks, reflecting reorganization
of intrinsic connectivity.

Materials and Methods

Participants
We tested 20 (12 females) native English speakers between 18 and
35 years of age, after obtaining consent in accordance with procedures
approved by the Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board. Par-
ticipants received payment of $20/h for their participation, with up to
an additional $10 earned dependent upon performance in the task.

Experimental Procedure
Participants ran in a variant of the free-recall paradigm, in which they
studied a sequence of 12 lists (spanning 2 separate sessions), each of
which contained 24 study items. Stimuli were presented with a compu-
ter running PyEPL (Geller et al. 2007). After each study list, participants
performed either a free-recall test or a source recognition test. Each
session included 3 free-recall lists and 3 source recognition lists; the
conditions were pseudorandomly ordered within each session. Here,
we focus exclusively on the free-recall trials, depicted in a schematic
representation in Figure 1A.

Each word was studied with a semantic orienting task (either a size
judgment or an animacy judgment) requiring a keypress response from
the participant. Prior to stimulus presentation, a cue appeared on the
screen for 0.7 s in order to indicate which orienting task would apply to
the upcoming stimulus. After presentation of the task cue, we displayed
a fixation cross for an interval of 0.3 ± 0.1 s, followed by presentation of a
study item for 2.5 s, during which the participant made their judgment.
An interstimulus fixation interval between 0.5 and 5 s in duration fol-
lowed each study item. We optimized the order of tasks and the duration
of the interstimulus intervals to increase efficiency in estimation of the
hemodynamic response to each task (Dale 1999), with the constraints

that a task was not repeated more than 6 consecutive times, and that half
of the items on a given list were studied in each of the 2 tasks.

After the final study item was presented on a given list, participants
were given 75 s to freely recall as many items as they could remember
from the most recent list, in any order. We recorded vocal responses
using a scanner-safe voice recording system (Resonance Technologies,
Inc.). Custom software (Cusack et al. 2005) and the “Noise Removal”
tool in Audacity removed audio noise from the scanner from audio re-
cordings. We scored vocalized responses offline using PyParse
(Solway et al. 2010) and Penn TotalRecall.

Following the recall portion of the task, participants performed 1 of
3 control tasks: a speech control task, an eyes-open task, and an
eyes-closed task. During the speech control task, words were pre-
sented in the same format as in the encoding period. Items presented
during the speech task were presented for a duration of 2 s, with an in-
terstimulus interval of 4 s. Participants were presented a total of 3
items per list, for a total of 18 speech trials. The eyes-open and
eyes-closed tasks consisted of presentation of the auditory cues “open”
and “close,” which instructed the participant to either attend to the fix-
ation cross, or close their eyes, respectively. Auditory cues were pre-
sented with an ISI of 10 s, with a total of 6 cues per functional run.

Each of the 20 participants performed 2 sessions of the free-recall
paradigm in the 3 T Phillips MRI scanner at the Vanderbilt University
Institute of Imaging Science. Prior to imaging sessions, participants
performed 2 behavioral sessions for familiarization with the task, to
ensure consistent behavioral performance during scanning.

Image Acquisition
Functional images were collected using an interleaved EPI pulse se-
quence (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, voxel size = 3.0 × 3.0 × 3.6 mm, flip
angle = 75°, FOV = 192 mm). During the functional EPI scans, 30
oblique slices were collected over the whole brain, oriented parallel to
the AC-PC plane. Whole-brain MP-RAGE structural scans were col-
lected (TR = 2500 ms, TE = 4.38 ms, voxel size = 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm, flip
angle = 8°, FOV = 256 mm).

Image Processing

Preprocessing
The first 4 volumes of each functional run were removed to allow for
equilibration of scanner signal. Preprocessing of fMRI data was

Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of a free-recall trial used in the experiment. During the encoding period, participants were presented with a list of 24 items. Each encoding
period was followed by a recall cue of 300 ms duration, followed by a 75-s recall period. (B) Mean recall (±1 SEM) performance as a function of serial position. (C) Cumulative
distribution plot of recalls made across the recall period. Dotted lines represent SEM.
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performed using routines as implemented by the SPM8 software
package. All volumes from the 12 functional runs were realigned to the
first functional volume of the first run, correcting for head motion. A
mean functional image was generated from the realigned timeseries and
co-registered to the T1-weighted whole-brain anatomical scan. These
T1-weighted anatomical images were then segmented into gray matter,
white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid, and normalized to a template in
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) stereotactic space using the
unified segmentation approach as implemented in the “New Segment”
tool in SPM8 (Ashburner and Friston 2005). Images were resampled to
3-mm isotropic voxels and spatially smoothedwith a 8-mm FWHMGaus-
sian kernel.

Independent Component Analysis
ICAwas used to identify spatially distinct neural networks contributing
to fMRI signal during the free-recall task, without assumption of a tem-
poral model of hemodynamic activity. Independent networks were
identified using the Group ICA of fMRI Toolbox (Calhoun et al. 2001).
To reduce data complexity, principal component analysis was applied
to each individual participants’ data. The number of independent
sources was estimated to be 28 using the minimum description length
criterion (Li et al. 2007). Next, the resultant timeseries were concate-
nated across participants, and ICA was conducted using the Infomax
algorithm. Time courses and spatial maps resulting from the ICA sol-
ution were back-projected for each individual participant. Timeseries
amplitude was converted to percent signal for comparison across par-
ticipants. Spatial loading of components was examined using a
random-effects model, by performing 1-sample t-tests on the com-
ponent maps, accounting for multiple comparisons (familywise error
corrected, P < 0.05). Group component maps constructed in this
manner were used in post hoc region-based analyses.

Rejection of Non-Neural Components
Use of ICA as an analytic tool has the benefit of identifying sources of
noise in the BOLD timeseries. We employed an automated artifact
removal method based on both anatomical and spatial constraints in the
components (Sui et al. 2009). This method uses 2 criteria for component
rejection based upon anatomical and geometric properties of the spatial
maps. The gray matter and ventricular cerebrospinal fluid probabilistic
atlases provided by SPM8 were correlated with the spatial map of each
component, yielding 2 correlation values cGM and cCSF. Components of
interest should be localized to gray matter, and as such, any components
with |cCSF| > |cGM| were rejected. The second criteria ensured the com-
ponents were spatially clustered, as expected of physiological sources
measured with fMRI. For each component map, we computed the focus-
ing degree, defined as the ratio between the spatial entropy and the
degree of clustering, the proportion of above threshold (|t(19)| > 6.51)
voxels within a 100-mm3 cluster (for more details, see Formisano et al.
2002). The focusing degree was compared with a dynamically deter-
mined threshold, and components below the threshold were identified
as artifacts.

Component Selection and General Linear Modeling
A general linear model (GLM) was constructed for the selection of ICs
of interest, as well as subsequent post hoc analyses (e.g., psychophy-
siological interaction analysis). As described in Experimental Pro-
cedure, a single functional run can be decomposed into 3 periods:
encoding, retrieval, and control tasks. As the present analyses focus on
network dynamics during the free-recall task, any functional run in
which a participant performed the source recognition task was omitted
from further analysis. Three conditions of interest were incorporated
into the model: transient recall events, a sustained event covering the
duration of the entire recall period, and speech control events. Nine
additional covariates were included within the model: encoding
events, eyes-open events, eyes-closed events, and 6 motion parameters
computed during image realignment. Regressors of interest were con-
structed by convolving a basis function at the time of an individual
event onset, with the canonical hemodynamic response function and
its temporal derivative as implemented in SPM8.

Transient recall events and speech events were modeled with Dirac
delta functions, with a stimulus duration of 0 s, and onset at the
initiation of the vocal response. The sustained recall condition was
modeled with a duration of 75 s (the duration of the recall period) and
onset coincident with presentation of the initiation cue. Encoding
events were modeled with a duration of 3 s, with onsets placed coinci-
dent with presentation of the task cue. Eyes-open and eyes-closed
events were modeled with a duration of 10 s, allowing for the construc-
tion of alternating block regressors.

The regression analysis produced estimated β-coefficients for transi-
ent recall (βRt), sustained recall (βRs), and speech (βSp) events for each
participant. A linear contrast of transient and speech-related activity
(βRt− βSp) was constructed to identify recall-related neural signals unre-
lated to speech production. A second-level “random-effects” analysis
was performed using a 1-sample t-test to identify recall-related com-
ponents across the group of participants, treating participant as a
random factor.

Components (ICs) were considered task relevant if they exhibited
either a significantly nonzero βRt or βRs at a threshold of P < 0.05 (Bon-
ferroni corrected for the total number of non-noise components). It
should be noted that this contrast identifies task-relevant activity
versus the implicit baseline in the described GLM, which is comprised
of passive fixation across the session, including intertrial intervals
during encoding, as well as periods of rest between task periods (en-
coding, retrieval, and control tasks).

The study period included 2 distinct encoding tasks, which have
previously been shown to influence neural activity both during the en-
coding and retrieval of items associated with each respective task
(Polyn et al. 2012). We implemented an additional regression analysis,
constructing separate transient recall regressors for the “size task” and
“animacy task” separately. To ensure that the identified components re-
flected task-general activity, a conjunction analysis was implemented:
any transient component must be significantly nonzero regardless of
encoding task (βRt,size > 0 ∩ βRt,animacy > 0).

To examine variability in the response of functional networks
showing task-related profiles, we constructed a finite impulse response
(FIR) model, using the same GLM as described above. The FIR basis
set modeled activity ranging from 6 s prevocalization to 20 s postvoca-
lization. The FIR window length was determined post hoc in order to
maximize the efficiency in estimating the response at each timepoint,
given the distribution of individual recall times (Öztekin et al. 2010).
While the overlap in responses does introduce collinearity into the
GLM and reduces overall power, it allows for the separation of neural
activation that occurs leading up to, and concurrent with, individual re-
trieval events. Activity leading up to individual recall events is of inter-
est, given prior studies demonstrating retrieval-related processing
preceding individual recalls (Polyn et al. 2005; Gelbard-Sagiv et al.
2008).

Minimizing Motion-Related Signal
Overt speech production, as required by the free-recall and speech
control tasks examined here, has been shown to increase head motion
relative to covert speech (Barch et al. 1999). We implemented a
number of measures in order to ensure the neural dynamics character-
ized in this study were not unduly influenced by motion-induced arti-
fact. To minimize head motion in the scanner, padding was placed
within the head coil around the participant’s head, and the participant
was given specific instructions to remain as still as possible while
speaking.

Motion-related artifacts tend to have characteristic spatial profiles,
with artifactual signal appearing near the edge of the skull, and at the
boundaries of different tissue classes (Barch et al. 1999). Additionally,
the inferior region of the brain is noticeably susceptible to magnetic
field change caused by speaking, due to proximity to the mouth and
throat (Birn et al. 1998). The ICA-based artifact rejection technique de-
scribed above identifies ICs that were likely to have been artifactual in
origin, and removes these components from the set of analyzed com-
ponents (Beckmann et al. 2000; Sui et al. 2009).

In addition, we inspected incremental head motion during scan-
ning, to ensure that no within-scan movement exceeded half the voxel
size (>1.5 mm). Additionally, we ensured no within-scan rotation
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exceeded 1.5°. Choice of these thresholds was determined based on
visual inspection of the raw fMRI and participant motion timeseries.
Even minimal head motion can produce a characteristic striped artifact
when using interleaved slice acquisition. We visually inspected the
global fMRI signal over the course of the experimental session to ident-
ify such artifacts. If a participant exhibited such an artifact during a
given scan (regardless if it was coincident with subject motion), an
additional binary regressor was added to that participant’s GLM to
remove the effects of artifactual variances on the regression analyses. A
total of 3 participants exceeded this within-scan movement threshold.
Within this subset of the data, the total number of TRs exhibiting
large amounts of within-scan motion or motion-related artifact was
minimal (range of 1–3 TRs per subject). Similar methods have been
implemented in dealing with high-movement clinical populations
(Mazaika et al. 2009).

To ensure that the identified components reflected cognitive rather
than motion-related signal, we included estimated motion parameters
as a covariate of interest in all GLM-based analyses. Finally, prior work
has shown that certain motion-induced artifacts arising from overt
speech production are variable in terms of their spatial location across
participants (Barch et al. 1999). The group-based analyses employed
here will tend to minimize the influence of these artifacts.

Network Correspondence Analysis
To identify the correspondence between the observed ICs and
large-scale networks that have been observed in low-frequency spon-
taneous fluctuations in BOLD signal, we performed a correlation-based
correspondence analysis. For each IC, we computed the Pearson
product-moment correlation between the group-averaged spatial map
(thresholded at t > 3) and masks corresponding to 7 (binary) cortical
network maps constructed by Yeo et al. (2011). Voxels contained in
the intersection of the 2 images were included in the computation. It
should be noted that the resting state network templates are restricted
to the cortical mantle, and deep brain structures such as the hippo-
campus and basal ganglia are excluded. Network templates used in
this analysis include the dorsal attention, ventral attention, default
mode, FPC, somatomotor, visual, and limbic networks (for details, see
Yeo et al. 2011).

Network Interaction Analysis

Spontaneous (Task-Unrelated) Network Interactions
We implemented a partial correlation analysis, after accounting for
variability in the BOLD response due to recall-related activity, to esti-
mate spontaneous (i.e., task-unrelated) functional connectivity of pairs
of regions. First, we applied a low-pass filter (f < 0.08 Hz) to each of the
component timeseries engaged during the free-recall task. For each pair-
wise combination of the components of interest, functional coupling
was estimated as the partial correlation of the noise-corrected com-
ponent timeseries, while controlling for the effects of the remaining 3
component timeseries, as well as the task regressors constructed in the
basic GLM. This procedure allowed for the isolation of interactions that
were specific to each network pair, and could not be explained by a
common response to the task.

Task-Related Network Interactions
To analyze changes in coupling between the functional networks
identified using ICA, we implemented a correlational psychophysiolo-
gical interaction analysis (Fornito et al. 2012). It should be emphasized
that this analysis examines the effective connectivity between the
identified ICs, and tests for changes in coupling resulting from specific
events during the cognitive task. By focusing on the coupling of net-
works, rather than specific regions of interest (ROIs), analyses of this
nature have provided insight into the organization and interactions of
large-scale functional networks (Sridharan et al. 2008; St Jacques et al.
2011).

This analysis identifies components whose covariation changes as a
function of task state, by modeling main effects of the psychological
task, physiological signal, and their interaction. It controls for any

correlations that may arise from either spontaneous or independent
coactivation effects by including timeseries representing both the com-
ponent of interest, as well as the predicted activity associated with the
free-recall task. The remaining interaction term provides a measure of
task-related changes in functional coupling between the timeseries of
interest. For each of the component timeseries of interest, we com-
puted the interaction effect using a deconvolution technique (Gitelman
et al. 2003). For each pairwise combination of the networks of interest,
we calculated the partial correlation between the interaction effects,
while controlling for component timeseries and modeled task effects.
Given violations of normality in observed measures of functional coup-
ling, we implemented nonparametric tests in the form of Wilcoxon
signed-rank and rank-sum tests to determine significant interactions
across participants.

Regions of Interest Analysis
We constructed ROIs by identifying, within each component map, clus-
ters composed of contiguous voxels within a priori anatomical ROIs
using the Automated Anatomical Labeling toolbox (Tzourio-Mazoyer
et al. 2002). Anatomical ROIs included association cortex within the
prefrontal cortex (PFC), parietal cortex, and medial temporal lobe (i.e.,
we excluded the occipital lobe, lateral temporal cortex, pre- and post-
central gyri, and the cerebellum). Anatomical information concerning
the constructed ROIs can be found in Supplementary Materials. We ex-
tracted the average signal within each cluster, and modeled the signal
using linear regression as previously described (see component selec-
tion and GLM). This analysis yielded estimates for a sustained recall-
related component (βRs), a transient recall-related component (βRt), and
a speech-related (βSp) component, for each ROI. Statistical testing of ROI
timeseries was implemented under the same framework as the com-
ponent identification analysis, with Bonferroni correction calculated
based on the total number of ROIs.

Results

Behavioral Results
Overall, the proportion of items recalled by participants was
0.42 (SEM 0.03). Figure 1B shows the serial position curve ob-
served when probability of recall was calculated as a function
of list position. We observed a primacy effect (increased recall
for serial positions 1–3 relative to serial positions 4–21
[t(19) = 5.31, P < 0.0001]), and a recency effect (increased recall
for serial positions 22–24 relative to serial positions 4–21
[t(19) = 5.91, P < 0.0001]). Figure 1C characterizes the timing of
participants’ recall responses; as the recall period progresses,
the number of recalls made increased in a negatively accelerat-
ing manner, with a mean inter-response time (IRT) of 5.09 s
(SEM 1.21 s). A more thorough description of the behavioral
effects observed in this experiment can be found in a prior
publication examining patterns of task-related activity in these
data (Polyn et al. 2012).

Speech-Induced Head Motion
We characterized speech-induced head motion with 1-way
repeated-measures ANOVAs, with the computed incremental
motion parameters as the dependent variable, task (e.g., en-
coding, recall, and speech) as the independent variable, and
subject as an additional factor. Despite subject motion increas-
ing numerically during the speech and control tasks, as shown
in Table 1, this increase was not statistically significant for
any of the comparisons (all P > 0.05). Nevertheless, we include
estimates of subject motion as covariates in the following
regression-based analyses to ensure the observed patterns
of activity are not unduly influenced by non-neural signal
sources.
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Imaging Results

Functional Networks Engaged During Recall
The free-recall paradigm presents a challenge to standard
analysis techniques, in that the timing of the responses are de-
termined by the behavior of the subject (Öztekin et al. 2010),
and the timing of hemodynamic response relative to the behav-
ioral response is unknown. Spatial ICA (Calhoun et al. 2001)
provides a data-driven technique that characterizes the tem-
poral dynamics and spatial distribution of functional networks,
and has been shown to identify functional networks that are
present during both task-related cognition and rest (Smith
et al. 2009). We applied this technique to the neural signal re-
corded during free-recall periods, and identified a set of com-
ponents related to memory search. To this end, we constructed
2 sets of regression coefficients, one designed to identify sus-
tained component activity related to memory search (a block
regressor rising for the entire free-recall period and flat other-
wise), and one designed to identify transient component
activity related to memory search (delta functions correspond-
ing to the individual recall vocalizations). Both sets of coeffi-
cients were convolved with a standard hemodynamic response
function. This analysis identified one independent component
(IC) exhibiting a sustained positive response during memory
search, 7 ICs showing a sustained negative response, 4 ICs ex-
hibiting transient positive responses, and one IC showing a
transient negative response, from among the full set of com-
ponents. Here, we describe the 5 positive-going components
(sustained and transient); in the next section, we describe the
negative-going components.

We assign a descriptive name to each of these 5 networks,
based on the most prominent brain regions identified within it.
A full accounting of the regions associated with each network
is provided in Supplementary Table 2. IC6 (posteromedial,
PM) included bilateral medial temporal lobe structures (includ-
ing hippocampus), retrosplenial cortex (RSC), and ventro-
medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). This network was identified
as having a sustained response during free recall, using the
above-mentioned regression analysis (βRs significantly > 0;
t(19) = 4.38, P < 0.008). Previous studies examined a network
with similar structure that was shown to activate during de-
clarative (Vincent et al. 2006) and autobiographical (St Jacques
et al. 2011) memory tasks. A subset of these regions are part of
the DMN, which shows increased activation when mental
images are constructed from mnemonic representations (Has-
selmo et al. 2007; Andrews-Hanna, Reidler, Sepulcre, et al.
2010).

The first transiently responding network (significantly
nonzero βRt across subjects; t(19) = 3.94, P < 0.02) was IC7

(dorsal frontoparietal, DFP), which contained bilateral PFC

(including bilateral dorsolateral PFC, and left lateralized rostro-
lateral PFC), bilateral supramarginal gyrus, and precuneus.
Previous studies have implicated a similar network in top-
down cognitive control processes (Badre and Wagner 2007;
Vincent et al. 2008). The second transiently responding
network (positive βRt; t(19) = 11.88, P < 0.0001) was IC12 (tem-
poroinsular, TI), which covered the superior temporal gyrus,
Heschl’s gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, insula, and anterior
cingulate cortex. Previous studies have implicated similar
regions in tasks involving speech execution, verbal feedback
(Christoffels et al. 2007) and auditory perception, specifically
speech processing (Binder et al. 2000). The third transient
network (positive βRt; t(19) = 4.39, P < 0.008) was IC13 (cerebel-
lar, CER), which spans the cerebellum and portions of dorso-
lateral PFC. The final transient network (positive βRt;
t(19) = 13.17, P < 0.0001) was IC24 (somatomotor, SM), which
included bilateral somatomotor cortex, striatum, and superior
cerebellum. Previous studies have implicated a similar
network during execution of overt speech (Huang et al. 2001;
van de Ven et al. 2009).

For each of the transiently responding components, we con-
trasted activity during recall events to activity during a speech
production task, to determine whether fluctuations in activity
were better thought of as speech-related or recall-related. The
DFP and CER networks showed a reliably smaller response
during the speech control task as compared with recall events
(DFP/IC7: t(19) = 6.24, P < 0.0001; CER/IC13: t(19) = 3.92,
P < 0.009). In addition to being reliably activated during recall,
the SM network was reliably activated during speech pro-
duction (t(19) = 7.45, P < 0.0001), and recall-related activity was
not reliably stronger than speech (t(19) =−1.32, P > .99).

Functional Networks Disengaged During Recall
A single component, IC20 (ventral prefrontal, VP), transiently
decreased in activity during recall events relative to baseline
(negative βRt; t(19) =−6.56, P < 0.0001). Six networks exhibited
sustained deactivation across the recall period, including 2 of
the 4 networks exhibiting transient positive responses relative to
recall events: DFP/IC7 (negative βRs; t(19) =−8.83, P < 0.0001),
TI/IC12 (negative βRs; t(19) =−6.57, P < 0.0001).

This analysis identified 3 other components exhibiting sus-
tained deactivation across the recall period. The first deacti-
vated component (negative βRs; t(19) =−3.62, P < 0.05) was
IC14 (right frontoparietal, RFP). Two additional networks ex-
hibited deactivation: IC23 (PC) showed sustained decreases
during memory search (negative βRs; t(19) =−7.01, P < 0.0001),
as well as IC26 (medial prefrontal, MP: negative βRs; t(19) =−5.83,
P < 0.0001). Figure 2 depicts the spatial distribution (top row)
and temporal dynamics (bottom row) of the ICs exhibiting sus-
tained differences in activity during memory search. These tem-
poral profiles are averaged across all recall periods for all
subjects, and provide a coarse view of when during the recall
period the corresponding network shows maximal activity.

Network Correspondence Analysis
Given the known correspondence between large-scale func-
tional networks identified using intrinsic measures of func-
tional coupling during rest and task-based activation patterns
(Smith et al. 2009), we next sought to identify the degree to
which the identified ICs correspond to resting-state networks.
Yeo et al. (2011) published spatial templates of 7 large-scale
functional networks identified during resting periods with

Table 1
Differences in head motion are compared across 3 separate task conditions

Encoding Recall Speech

Translations (mm) X 0.013 (0.11) 0.0089 (0.15) 0.006 (0.18)
Y 0.033 (0.11) 0.045 (0.16) 0.069 (0.18)
Z 0.019 (0.24) −0.084 (0.38) −0.024 (0.36)

Rotations (degrees) Roll 0.059 (0.29) 0.17 (0.45) 0.039 (0.52)
Pitch 0.012 (0.11) −0.0057 (0.18) −0.031 (0.19)
Yaw 0.0099 (0.14) −0.025 (0.19) −0.023 (0.22)

Across-subject incremental averages are reported, with the standard deviation in parenthesis.
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fMRI, allowing us to quantify the correspondence between
these networks and our ICs, using a Pearson product-moment
correlation statistic.

A number of ICs showed a one-to-one correspondence with
resting state networks. Three components showed a strong
correspondence with the DMN, including PM/IC6 (r = 0.20,
P < 0.0001), PC/IC23 (r = 0.29, P < 0.0001), and MP/IC26

(r = 0.45, P < 0.0001). We observed a high degree of spatial cor-
respondence between SM/IC24 and the somatomotor network
(r = 0.48, P < 0.0001). RFP/IC14 exhibited a high degree of
spatial correspondence with the FPC network (r = 0.28,

P < 0.0001). DFP/IC7 was the sole component identified with
spatial similarity to the DAN (r = 0.28, P < 0.0001).

Of the task-relevant ICs, three did not demonstrate a clear
one-to-one mapping with the resting state networks. VP/IC20

demonstrated moderate correspondence between both the
DMN (r = 0.22, P < 0.0001) and the limbic network (r = 0.37,
P < 0.0001). Despite the lack of a one-to-one mapping, a Ho-
telling–Williams test revealed significantly greater correlation
between VP/IC20 and the limbic network than the DMN
(t(12981) = 8.21, P < 0.0001). TI/IC12 showed functional corre-
spondence to both the somatomotor network (r = 0.30,

Figure 2. Large-scale functional networks exhibiting sustained changes in activity during self-initiated memory search. Component t maps are projected onto the inflation
population average landmark surface (PALS) using CARET software (Van Essen et al. 2001). The mean component timeseries across the recall period, averaged across subjects, is
depicted below each component map. The beginning of the recall period is marked at time point 0, indicated with the dashed vertical line. Shaded regions represent ±1 SEM.
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P < 0.0001) as well as the ventral attention network (r = 0.22,
P < 0.0001). The magnitude of the correlation between TI/IC12

and the somatomotor network was greater than its correlation
with the ventral attention network (t(12981) = 5.51, P < 0.0001).
CER/IC13 showed functional correspondence to both the visual
network (r = 0.12, P < 0.0001) as well as the ventral attention
network (r = 0.12, P < 0.0001). These correlation values were
not significantly different from one another (t(12981) = 0.06,
P > 0.47).

Recall-Locked Analysis Reveals a Cascade of Engagement
In order to examine the dynamics of these components in the
time surrounding each recall event, we constructed a FIR
model for each component exhibiting transient activation
during memory search, relative to the onset of the vocal
response for each recall event. Figure 3 depicts the average
response within multiple large-scale networks, from 6 s before

to 20 s after vocalization onset. These event-averaged
responses confirm the transient nature of the DFP, TI, CER,
SM, and VP networks.

Furthermore, the FIR analysis reveals that these networks
are engaged in a cascade relative to the recall onset. The tem-
poral ordering of engagement was not specified or predicted
by the regression analysis used to identify the components. We
characterized the temporal order of engagement statistically by
comparing, for pairs of components, the latency of the peak
response across participants. The earliest peak was in the
DFP/IC7 network, which led the SM/IC24 network (t(19) = 3.66,
P < 0.002). The peak response within the SM network reliably
lagged the CER/IC13 network (t(19) = 3.27, P < 0.004). A
summary of the statistically reliable peak latency differences is
provided in Table 2. While variability in the hemodynamic
response limits one’s ability to resolve the relative timing of
neural activity using fMRI, this variability is greater across

Figure 3. Large-scale functional networks exhibiting transient changes in activity locked to individual recall events. The top row depicts component t maps projected onto the
inflation population average landmark surface (PALS) using CARET software (Van Essen et al. 2001). The time course of each component relative to the onset of recall vocalization
(dashed vertical line), estimated using a finite impulse response model applied to the component time-series is depicted below each respective component map. Shaded regions
represent ±1 SEM.
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subjects than across cortical regions (Handwerker et al. 2004).
Given the magnitude of the observed differences in peak
latencies between components, these findings potentially
reflect differences in the onset of neural activity. Regardless,
confirmatory findings using modalities with superior temporal
resolution (e.g., electrocorticography) are necessary to validate
temporal or causal dependency between these networks.

Large-Scale Network Interactions During Memory Search
Network analysis of neural activity suggests that the brain is or-
ganized into competitive, large-scale functional brain networks
(Fox et al. 2005). A classic example is the trade-off between the
DMN, which engages during self-referential activity and disen-
gages during attentional shifts to salient external stimuli
(Andrews-Hanna, Reidler, Huang, et al. 2010), and attentional
networks that show the converse pattern (Dosenbach et al.
2006; Fox et al. 2006). Computational models of human
memory (Polyn and Kahana 2008) suggest that frontal and
MTL regions should cooperate during self-initiated retrieval,
but are presently too abstract to predict the nuanced temporal
dynamics of this interaction.

In the present work, we implemented a partial correlation
analysis to characterize the pairwise interactions of the 5 net-
works comprised of cortical regions commonly associated
with either the DAN, DMN, or FPC networks (as identified in
our network correspondence analysis). This analysis identifies
correlations in spontaneous network activity, after accounting
for variance correlated with the task structure (as modeled in
the GLM). Spontaneous (i.e., not explicitly related to task re-
gressors, which include regressors for recall events) inter-
actions exhibited themselves both in terms of competition (a
negative correlation in spontaneous activity) and cooperation
(a positive correlation in spontaneous activity). All spon-
taneous network interactions are depicted in Figure 4A. The
PM/IC6 network exhibited a competitive interaction with the
DFP/IC7 network (Z =−3.70, P < 0.002), and a cooperative
interaction with the MP/IC26 (Z = 3.88, P < 0.02) network.
Additionally, low-frequency spontaneous fluctuations in the
DFP/IC7 network negatively coupled with those in the RFP/
IC14 network (Z =−3.73, P < 0.002).

To test the degree to which memory search influences the
functional coupling between the identified large-scale networks,
we implemented a PPI analysis examining differences in func-
tional coupling sustained throughout the recall period. As de-
picted in Figure 4B, the PM/IC6 network exhibited sustained
increases in functional coupling across the recall period with both
the RFP/IC14 (Z = 3.35, P < 0.004) and the MP/IC26 (Z = 3.81,
P < 0.001) networks. The DFP/IC7 network exhibited sustained
decreases in functional coupling with PC/IC23 (Z =−3.40,
P < 0.007). We observed significant coupling between MP/IC26

(which demonstrates spatial correspondence with the DMN),

and both DFP/IC7 (Z = 3.40, P < 0.007) and RFP/IC14 (Z = 3.02,
P < 0.03).

In addition to differences in functional coupling sustained
throughout the recall period, we examined the degree to
which functional connectivity between large-scale networks
shifted during successful recall events by implementing an
additional PPI analysis, constructing the interaction term
based on the transient recall regressor. As shown in Figure 4C,

Table 2
Differences in peak latency of event-averaged signal across components (mean ± standard error)
in seconds

DFP/IC7 TI/IC12 CER/IC13 SM/IC24

DFP/IC7 −3.1 ± 0.02 −1.65 ± 0.14 −4.8 ± 1.31*
TI/IC12 1.45 ± 1.53 −1.7 ± 0.01
CER/IC13 −3.15 ± 0.01*

*P< 0.05 Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons.

Figure 4. Interactions between functional networks. Distributions of (A) spontaneous,
(B) sustained recall-related, and (C) transient recall-related connectivity. Cooperative
and competitive network interactions are depicted in red and blue, respectively, with
significance indicated with an asterisk (P<0.05, Bonferroni-corrected).
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of all network interactions, only DFP/IC7 and PC/IC23 demon-
strated significant coupling (Z =−3.14, P < 0.017). To ensure
that observed differences in network interactions are not
attributable to response production alone, an additional PPI
analysis was implemented by examining the interaction
between large-scale network activity during the speech pro-
duction task. Anticorrelation between DFP/IC7 and PC/IC23

was stronger during recall than the speech control task
(Z =−3.15, P < 0.016).

A number of network pairs demonstrated an increase in
functional coupling during the recall period, when compared
with spontaneous coupling: PM/IC6 and DFP/IC7 (Z = 3.72,
P < 0.002), DFP/IC7 and RFP/IC14 (Z = 4.26, P < 0.0002), DFP/
IC7 and MP/IC26 (Z = 4.04, P < 0.0005), and RFP/IC14 and MP/
IC26 (Z = 3.45, P < 0.006). Only the DFP/IC7 and PC/IC23 net-
works demonstrated stronger anticorrelation during the recall
period (Z =−4.36, P < 0.0001).

Regional Analysis of the DMN, DAN, and FPC Networks
The neural theory surrounding the existence of large-scale
brain networks supposes that that hemodynamic activity in a
particular neuroanatomical region can be simultaneously influ-
enced by multiple networks. If these networks exert opposing
effects on the region, one will observe a difference between
the dynamics observed in the raw BOLD response in that
region, and the dynamics suggested by the network com-
ponents. We performed an anatomically restricted ROI analysis
in order to characterize potential discrepancies between BOLD
response and component timeseries for particular neuroanato-
mical regions. From each group component map, we con-
structed ROIs using the Automated Anatomical Labeling
toolbox (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002). Within each ROI, we
constructed a mean hemodynamic response across voxels, and
examined the neural response of the region using the same
linear regression framework described above to identify
task-related components.

We first examined ROIs whose BOLD activity was influ-
enced by multiple task-sensitive ICs, including regions within
PC cortex, PPC, and vmPFC. Spatial overlap of ICs was ob-
served bilaterally within the lateral parietal cortex, in a cluster
centered within angular gyrus (see: Supplementary Fig. 1).
The task-sensitive components PC/IC23 and MP/IC26 contribu-
ted substantially to signal in these ROIs. These components
showed sustained reductions during memory search, which
were reflected in sustained deactivations within the superior
parietal lobule (t(19) =−5.92, P < 0.0005), and left angular
gyrus (t(19) =−4.10, P < 0.03). In contrast to inferior PPC ROIs,
the ROI within the superior parietal lobule demonstrated in-
creased activity during transient recall events, when compared
with the speech control task (t(19) = 5.72, P < 0.0009).

Spatial overlap of components was also observed within the
vmPFC, mPFC, and RSC, with PM/IC6, PC/IC23, and MP/IC26

explaining variability within these regions. Transient increases
during recall events relative to the speech control task were ob-
served within mPFC (t(19) = 4.15, P < 0.03), vmPFC (t(19) = 4.36,
P < 0.018), and RSC (t(19) = 4.74, P < 0.008). Of these regions,
the vmPFC exhibited sustained differences in activity during
the recall period, showing decreased activity relative to the
implicit baseline (t(19) =−4.48, P < 0.01).

Certain regions identified within these 3 functional net-
works (PM/IC6, PC/IC23, and MP/IC26) consistently exhibited
sustained BOLD deactivation during memory search, even in

ROIs constructed from PM/IC6, which itself exhibited sus-
tained increases in activity during search. While these com-
ponents share a common midline core network within mPFC
and PC cortex, they varied spatially as well. Three ROIs unique
to PM/IC6 were identified within the inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG), superior frontal gyrus (SFG), and HF. We observed sus-
tained decreases in BOLD activity in the IFG (t(19) =−5.07,
P < 0.004), and SFG (t(19) =−5.41, P < 0.001) during memory
search. Both the IFG (t(19) = 4.25, P < 0.02) and SFG
(t(19) = 4.08, P < 0.04) exhibited transient increases in activity
during recall events, when compared with speech production.
Activity within the HF demonstrated transient increases during
recall events when compared with both the implicit baseline
(t(19) = 4.25, P < 0.02) and the speech control task (t(19) = 4.22,
P < 0.03).

ROIs constructed from DFP/IC7 exhibited recall-related
modulation of the BOLD response (shown in Supplementary
Fig. 2). Within DFP/IC7, ROIs within the SFG (t(19) =−5.52,
P < 0.001), rostral PFC (rPFC) (t(19) =−3.99, P < 0.04), left PFC
(t(19) =−6.44, P < 0.0002), and SMG (t(19) =−4.15, P < 0.03) ex-
hibited sustained decreases in activity during memory search.
Of these ROIs, the rPFC (t(19) = 4.22, P < 0.03) and SFG
(t(19) = 4.81, P < 0.007) exhibited decreased activity during
speech production relative to episodic recall.

Of the ROIs constructed within RFP/IC14, clusters within the
left intraparietal sulcus (t(19) =−6.53, P < 0.0002), right PPC
(t(19) =−4.87, P < 0.005), and right PFC (PFCR; t(19) =−4.50,
P < 0.01) exhibited sustained deactivation during the free-recall
task. Of these ROIs, transient recall-related effects (compared
with the speech control task) were observed in both PFCR

(t(19) = 4.09, P < 0.03) and PPC (t(19) = 4.11, P < 0.03). One
additional ROI within the HF exhibited transient effects com-
paring recall-related activity to baseline (t(19) = 5.08, P < 0.004)
and the speech control task (t(19) = 6.01, P < 0.0004). A com-
plete listing of all 53 ROIs, including anatomical coordinates
and retrieval-related effects can be found in the Supplementary
Material.

Discussion

We identified the contributions of multiple large-scale func-
tional networks during self-initiated memory search, by apply-
ing ICA to fMRI while subjects performed a free-recall task.
Multiple regression techniques were used to characterize how
fluctuations in each component related to recall performance,
and we observed unique recall-related signatures in several ICs
consistent with the DMN, DAN, and FPC network. These find-
ings provide insight into the role of these networks during an
internally directed memory search task, and provide novel con-
straints for their proposed roles in cognition.

Fractionation of the DMNDuring Memory Search
We identified 3 networks that demonstrated spatial correspon-
dence with the DMN; however, only the PM/IC6 network in-
creased in engagement during memory search. In contrast, PC/
IC23 and MP/IC26 demonstrated decreased activity sustained
throughout the recall period. Both PM/IC6 and MP/IC26 exhib-
ited cooperative interactions with RFP/IC14 during memory
search, replicating prior work showing enhanced coupling
between FPC networks and the DMN during internally
directed cognitive tasks (Spreng et al. 2010; Fornito et al.
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2012). This functional organization during memory search
highlights the flexibility of large-scale networks (Fornito et al.
2012). Additionally, networks that are commonly observed to
be anticorrelated using measures of intrinsic functional coup-
ling may demonstrate cooperative interactions during specific
tasks, such as memory retrieval.

Recent studies examining the functional organization of the
DMN have identified fractionation of this large-scale network
during both memory search (Sestieri et al. 2011) and internally
directed paradigms (Andrews-Hanna, Reidler, Huang, et al.
2010). In an attempt to dissociate regions of the DMN that
provide a specifically mnemonic function, Shapira-Lichter
et al. (2013) compared decreases in activity during internally
directed search, in which subjects performed either semantic,
episodic, or phonemic fluency tasks. Consistent with findings
from the present data, regions within the DMN demonstrated
selectivity for both of the episodic and semantic tasks. Find-
ings of heterogeneous contributions of the DMN suggest that a
bipartite (e.g., Fox et al. 2005; Golland et al. 2007) view of cor-
tical organization is an oversimplification. The posteromedial
network, while commonly coactivated with the DMN, is func-
tionally distinct from this larger network during the free-recall
task.

Retrosplenial and parahippocampal cortices have been pro-
posed by Ranganath and Ritchey (2012) to form the core of a
posteromedial system that is recruited during episodic simu-
lation (Hasselmo et al. 2007) and spatial navigation (Burgess
et al. 2007), and which represents information pertinent to
temporal and other causal relationships within a certain
context. While the current study cannot speak to the specific
function of the observed PM network outside of engagement
during the free-recall task, activity within this network may
reflect the integration of retrieved contextual information,
which can be used to guide memory search (Howard and
Kahana 2002; Polyn et al. 2009). Intracranial recordings within
the temporal lobes have identified the reactivation of patterns
of activity that may represent contextual information (Manning
et al. 2011). Future work will determine whether the topo-
graphic patterns of neural activity in the functional networks
investigated here show dynamics characteristic of modern
computational models of memory (Polyn and Kahana 2008;
Polyn and Sederberg 2013).

DAN Engagement During Internally-Directed
Memory Search
A single functional network demonstrated a significant degree
of spatial correspondence with the DAN, DFP/IC7. Consistent
with theories of competitive interactions between the DAN
and DMN (Fox et al. 2005), the anticorrelation between this
network and PC/IC23 became more pronounced during suc-
cessful retrieval. Despite anticorrelation between these 2 net-
works that have been proposed to mediate internally and
externally directed information (Corbetta et al. 2008; Vincent
et al. 2008; Spreng et al. 2010), this transient engagement of
DFP/IC7 may suggest a more general cognitive mechanism
supported by this network.

While the network correspondence analysis revealed simi-
larity between the DFP/IC7 network and the DAN, differences
exist between the cortical regions comprising these networks.
First, the medial bank of the intraparietal sulcus is absent
within DFP/IC7, with PPC activity occurring near the midline.

Additionally, while DFP/IC7 contains spatial overlap with the
DAN in the putative frontal eye fields, prefrontal activation
within DFP/IC7 extends well into anterior PFC, in cortical
regions commonly implicated in FPC networks. We speculate
that differences in the observed network activity reflect task
demands. Given the internal, rather than external, demands of
the free-recall task, the observed absence of activity within
visual cortex is consistent with these theories. The shift toward
more pervasive prefrontal activity within this network may
reflect additional executive control processes required to main-
tain internal representations during retrieval. Recruitment of
this network may reflect top-down modulation of internal rep-
resentations, concurrently supported through activity within
anterior PFC.

It has been hypothesized that the DMN and DAN represent
two major divisions of functional processing in cortex, with
both networks supporting endogenous and exogenous
specific processing, respectively. We observed competitive
interactions between the DFP/IC7 and PC/IC23, sustained
throughout the recall period. The strength of this anticorrela-
tion increased during the successful retrieval of individual
items, when there were increased demands for action-based
processing involved in the planning and execution of speech
production. It should be noted that these interactions are likely
to result from mnemonic or internally directed focus of the re-
trieval task, given the lack of a similar effect during the speech
control task. These findings are consistent with increased func-
tional connectivity between the dorsal PC cortex (a central hub
in the DMN) and frontoparietal networks in the absence of a
focused task (Leech et al. 2012). Despite these findings, the
present data suggest that different subnetworks within the
DMN are flexibly engaged according to task demands. In
addition, positive coupling between the DFP/IC7 and MP/IC26

is indicative that anticorrelation between the DMN and DAN is
reflective of specific cognitive demands, rather than an intrin-
sic property of functional organization.

FPC Coupling with the DMN During Retrieval
Recent studies have identified cooperative functional inter-
actions between FPC networks and the DMN during internally
directed tasks (Fornito et al. 2012), and the DAN during exter-
nally directed tasks (Spreng et al. 2010). These findings
suggest a role for these networks in regulating the amount of
internally and externally directed information used to guide
behavior. Given the goal-directed nature of free recall, the
failure to observe increased activity within FPC networks is
surprising. However, external stimuli often play an important
role in the internally directed tasks used in prior studies, either
indicating when subjects are required to make a response, or
providing a cue stimulus to guide memory search. It is possible
that FPC recruitment reflects cognitive control mechanisms re-
quired to mediate between external cue stimuli processed by
the DAN, and internal/memorial representations of the DMN.
Under such a framework, there would be no need for the FPC
network to mediate DAN/DMN interactions in free recall,
given the absence of task-relevant perceptual information
during the recall period.

While we did not observe engagement of FPC networks
during free-recall, the RPF/IC14 network functionally coupled
with both the PM/IC6 and MP/IC23 networks during memory
search. These findings support theories of functional
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organization that propose goal-directed internally mediated
cognition is supported through the integration of information
between the DMN and FPC networks. We demonstrate a novel
contribution of the PM/IC6 network during the free-recall task,
which functionally couples with DMN and FPC networks.
Future studies can be used to infer the role of this network
during memory search, possibly arbitrating between the retrie-
val of contextual information (Burgess et al. 2001), and the re-
construction of the encoding context under which the items
were studied (Schacter et al. 2007). It will be critical to deter-
mine whether recruitment of this network mediates retrieval
during the FR task, or if it is epiphenomenal in nature.

Large-Scale Networks Influence Posterior Parietal Cortex
Activity During Retrieval
The organization of resting-state networks within PPC has in-
fluenced theories of PPC function (Vincent et al. 2006, 2008).
Specifically, functional coupling between inferior PPC and the
medial temporal lobe has led to the development of theories
purporting a variety of mnemonic roles for the angular gyrus.
In the present data, the overall BOLD response in this region
is dominated by two networks within the DMN, PC/IC23 and
MP/IC26, resulting in sustained decreases in activity during
memory search. Furthermore, both IC and ROI based analyses
failed to demonstrate transient increases in activity within the
angular gyrus. These findings provide constraints for theories
of the role of parietal cortex in memory retrieval.

Among theories of PPC function, the “attention to memory”
(AtoM) account (Cabeza et al. 2008, 2011; Ciaramelli et al.
2008) explains retrieval-related activation within parietal
cortex as a result of dissociable attention-based functions
within dorsal and ventral parietal cortex. Activity within dorsal
parietal cortex (ranging from the lateral bank of the intraparie-
tal sulcus to superior parietal cortex) is proposed to support
top-down attention engaged during memory search. By this
framework, inferior parietal activity is thought to reflect
bottom-up capture of attention by the recovery of mnemoni-
cally salient information. Under the assumptions of the AtoM
model, the free-recall task should recruit dorsal parietal cortex
during memory search (e.g., sustained during IRTs within the
recall period), and ventral parietal cortex during the detection
of retrieved content. Consistent with the AtoM model and
recent meta analysis of parietal retrieval effects (Hutchinson
et al. 2009), regions within anterior inferior parietal cortex,
within the supramarginal gyrus, exhibited transient increases in
activity during successful recall, when compared with a speech
control task. We observed a different pattern of activity within
PPC near the angular gyrus, which exhibited sustained deactiva-
tion during search. Such a dissociation across the rostrocaudal
aspect of ventral parietal cortex poses a challenge to the AtoM
model and similar frameworks (Cabeza et al. 2012). To account
for this pattern of activity, we turn to alternative models of parie-
tal lobe function during episodic retrieval.

The output buffer hypothesis (Wagner et al. 2005) describes
the role of the inferior parietal cortex (i.e., the angular gyrus)
as supporting the online maintenance of recollected infor-
mation. Expanding upon this theory, Vilberg and Rugg (2008)
propose that the angular gyrus serves as the neural locus for
the episodic buffer, supporting the online maintenance of mul-
timodal representation of retrieved episodic information. This
theory is supported by sustained activation in angular gyrus

when retrieved content must be maintained over a delay
(Vilberg and Rugg 2012). The role of the angular gyrus may be
akin to dorsal frontoparietal networks that support the main-
tenance of online information in working memory (Curtis and
D’Esposito 2003). Recent multivariate neuroimaging studies
provide evidence suggesting that these networks play a role in
the support of, but not the representation of, information
within working memory (Riggall and Postle 2012). The ob-
served functional networks containing the angular gyrus de-
monstrated sustained deactivation during memory search;
however, networks spatially consistent with the DMN (but not
the PM network) exhibited a marked increase in activity
leading up to the recall period, consistent with the role of this
network in maintenance of episodic content. While this
interpretation is based upon reverse inference (under the as-
sumption that increased angular gyrus activation reflects the
maintenance of retrieved episodic information), this finding
could be used to theoretically constrain mechanistic models of
memory search.

Conclusions

In summary, we identified multiple large-scale functional net-
works that show modulation in activity during self-initiated
memory search. We build upon recent neuroimaging findings
implicating the DMN and DAN in free recall (Shapira-Lichter
et al. 2012, 2013). We extend these findings through the appli-
cation of ICA, which fractionated the DMN into three com-
ponents. While two of these components exhibited sustained
decreases in activity during memory search, a network cen-
tered in posteromedial cortex exhibited sustained increases in
activity. These findings highlight the heterogeneity of large-
scale functional networks, which are flexibly recruited to ac-
complish task-specific goals. Despite their intrinsically competi-
tive nature, the PM network and the DFP network exhibited
task-dependent functional coupling to mediate retrieval during
self-initiated memory search. Our findings propose a challenge
to models suggesting an exclusively competitive nature between
neural systems supporting episodic retrieval and external atten-
tion, and demonstrate the nuanced contributions of multiple
large-scale networks modulated by the free-recall task.
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